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AI phishing simulation and training from Cyberdise Security Awareness  takes off 

Just in time for the Swiss Cyber Security Days, Cyberdise Awareness Solutions is presenting 
new functionality to make it even easier to carry out efficient, individual phishing and 
smishing exercises. The Swiss start-up wins its first customers in Switzerland and the EU. 

Zug/Switzerland, 15th of February 2024 – The Swiss company Cyberdise AG, a provider of 
AI-enabled simulation software and training in the field of cybersecurity awareness, will be 
presenting the latest features of the Cyberdise Awareness Appliance at the SCSD in Bern..  

Cyberdise makes companies more secure 
Cyberdise enables companies to develop, measure and improve the security awareness of 
their employees. Strengthen a "human firewall" with simulated attacks and use the 
Cyberdise e-learning platform. Benefit further from the cybersecurity chatbot and 
preconfigured, customizable videos, trainings, and quizzes. The fully multi-client capable 
platform can even be operated locally or in your own cloud. 
 
Cyberdise and the Cybersecurity Days 
The Swiss Cybersecurity Days (SCSD) will take place from February 20-21, 2024 at the 
BERNEXPO area. Cyberdise will be presenting the brand-new version 1.6 of the 
cybersecurity awareness solution at stand S06 in hall 2.2. - https://scsd.ch/en 
 
New Features at a glance 
Version 1.6 of Cyberdise now makes it possible to use AI to create individual spear phishing 
messages and send them to employees. Smishing simulations can now also be sent to 
employees' mobile numbers via SMS. This version also introduces the separate multi-client 
capability of the software, a key functionality for larger companies or security service 
providers. 
 
Expansion of sales activities to Europe 
After just 6 months, the young Swiss company has already been able to expand its sales 
activities to France, Italy, Germany, and the USA. Boll-Engineering has been appointed as 
distributor for sales in the DACH region. Competent partners are currently being sought for 
the distribution network. 
 
Palo Stacho, founder of Cyberdise AG: "AI has made real attacks smarter and much more 
efficient - with Cyberdise, we are responding to this new challenge. Our simulations reflect 
this new reality, which no company should turn a blind eye to." 
 
About Cyberdise  
Cyberdise was launched in 2023 by a group of founders in the cybersecurity awareness 
industry to bring better cybersecurity awareness training and testing solutions to the 
market. Cyberdise is a comprehensive, AI-powered platform and software that can be used 
to sustainably train and test an organization's employees against cyber risks. The company is 
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headquartered in Zug, Switzerland. Further information can be found at www.cyberdise-
awareness.com  
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